
TEACHING LATIN

By P. H. VELLACOTT

'you know, sir-you're absolutely right!' This heartening remark,
accompanied by the ingenuous smile of intellectual discovery (or was

it just kindly encouragement?) came from a member of the Classical
Sixth in response to a five-minute impromptu discourse of mine in
which I had said something like this:

In the Fourth Form we show you, two or three times a week, how to set
about translating a complex Latin period. We ask you, 'What verb is intro-
duced by ut?' You say, 'Esset'. We say, 'Look again'; and you say, 'Oh, no,
esse! is introduced by quod; ut goes with perciperent'. 'Right; then what clause
comes before the ut-clause?' 'An Ablative Absolute.' 'Read it aloud.' Then for
the fortieth time we teach you how to translate a Present Participle in Ablative
Absolute. Then we say: 'Now, stepping carefully over all the dependent
clauses, read aloud the main clause, the framework of the sentence'. After
four or five shots you get it. Within ten minutes you have successfully trans-
lated the whole sentence, including two words you'd never seen before,
without being told a single thing, only asked questions-and not leading
questions. Then we say, 'Work on that system when you are doing transla-
tion alone'. We say this to you for two years. But do you work on that system?
As Eliza Doolittle said ..• No.

Why not? Because all the time it is being taught you, you are saying to your-
selves under your breath, in your inmost frightened soul, with the desperation
of drowning men, 'That's a schoolmaster's way of doing it, that's not for us,
we couldn't ifwe tried, it's against our nature, we don't believe it and we won't
try it'. All through the Fourth and Fifth you go on saying this to yourselves;
until one day you suddenly take your feet off the bottom and swim.

'You know, sir-you're right!'

This I take to be the central problem. It is not difficult to teach Latin
that is the easy part. It is more difficult to teach the English necessary

for learning Latin. But the really hard thing is to teach pupils how to
study and how to learn; because this process is moral as well as mental: it
involves courage.

1\ boy of 13, 14, 15, 16, and even older, will struggle with a blind tena-
!'ity to avoid being pushed in at the deep end-being made to learn rules
uul upply them to examples. In any particular problem he may see some
hopt· of a solution; what he hates to do is to leave the particular and
l.umch into the general, to find the right rule and apply it.
'I'll(' prOCCSR of understanding a rule and learning to appJy it to exam-

pll .1. fundarncntnl in any type of study. For the practice of this procesa
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Latin is especially important and useful, coming as it does somewhere
between Mathematics and History. In Mathematics the process is
carried out with (at '0' level) fairly simple symbols. In History it has to be
applied to characters and situations, which are never simple. In Latin it
is applied to words, which are more alive than symbols and less complex
than characters and situations. In learning Latin this process is exem-
plified in almost every sentence, and in all inflected words. But to
attempt this process requires courage. And I think there are several
ways of bolstering up the courage of a Latin class which have not yet been
sufficiently tried.

I begin by assuming that our primary aim is to teach translation from
Latin into English; and that translation from English into Latin is a
means to that end, perhaps indispensable, certainly enjoyable, but always
secondary. I shall return to this point presently in connexion with some
practical suggestions.

First, it is only fair to pupils that before the various constructions are
even looked at in another language, each of them should be thoroughly
grasped in English. The relations of tenses in indirect speech; the
difference between the present participle and the gerund; the proper use
of 'may' and 'might'; the eight or nine common different meanings ex-
pressed by the English infinitive; the different types of open and ::1ppliecY(
conditions: all these, and other more elementary points, are still often
explained in a Latin context, with Latin examples, and are-thus presented
as if they were complexities which existed only in Latin; instead of being,
as they are in fact, complexities with which most grammar-school
children deal fairly successfully all day and every day in their own con-
versation.

Let us look at indirect speech. Some twelve-year-old children,
suddenly confronted with the two sentences, 'I know what he wanted'
and 'I knew what he wanted', and asked to say what the direct question
was, would become confused. But all of them would on occasion use
both those sentences correctly, and know exactly what they meant. By
presenting carefully arranged examples a teacher should be able to get
children of that age to explore and analyse usages which they already
practise. Similarly the connexion of such sentences as 'He is known to
have left the country', 'He was thought to be in Paris', with sentences of
the same meaning which begin impersonally, 'It is known .. .', 'It was
thought .. .', can be studied and grasped in English without inducing
terror or despair; and the construction can be presented as something
already understood and familiar. The important thing is to have ready
enough examples to cover the whole scope of whatever construction is
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being studied, and to show how the various uses fall into symmetrical
patterns, with primary or historic main verbs, and present or past direct
speech.

Another group of Latin constructions which can profitably be studied
together on the English side of the fence comprises all those which
English expresses by the infinitive. Naturally a number of these (in-
direct statement after 'promise', relative with subjunctive, indirect com-
mand, supine) must be taught separately in their proper order; but this
is only half the job. The wide scope of the English infinitive should be a
chapter in itself, to which items are added as they are met. There is much
to be said for teaching pupils at an early stage to identify and name in
English the four uses just mentioned, and all the others which they
know how to use in their own tongue, before reaching the point where
they learn to put them into Latin; so that, as each construction is reached,
the introduction to it can be recapitulated as a thing already familiar.

This is as much 'as to say that an important point of Latin teaching is
the 'two-way' approach. Pupils should be encouraged always to think,
'What is the Latin for "He told me not to speak"?' and 'What is the
English for Me loqui vetuit?' at the same time. My own experience is
that many boys can be taught to put six sentences or even a short prose
piece into fairly correct Latin, while they shrivel into hopeless incom-
petence when confronted with an 'unseen'. Translation is, in fact, a
harder thing to teach than composition, because it begins with the un-
known instead of with the known. Latin 'courses', moreover, give
plenty of help with composition; while those Readers which provide
'hints on translating', however good the hints may be, unavoidably
leave the pupil to step forward alone into the deep water of a Latin pHM

sage, full of dangerous currents and lurking crabs. What is needed, III

addition to hints, is step-by-step guidance, and constant two II II~

practice.
I can see only one answer to this need; and that is, that every t ('Ii I'll I c'

done by the learner should be a two-way exercise; that the right \\11 III

put an English sentence into Latin should be discovered by f I'SI ';11H I\' II
a comparable Latin sentence. In fact it should be recognized t It II lit

thing of first importance is to study a Latin sentence, and tltl" 1111111' (II
second importance (practised only as a means to achieving till' III I) I

to turn a similar sentence from English into Latin.
1. ))1I()tI pllCI'OS reliquimus qui ianuam custodirent.

H~'lltiHIIIIII' of them to bring food.
:to I II1111' ,III t I 111111.1111 quos legas.

'1'111 II 1\11 111'".11 1111 Ill(' 10 truat.
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3. Cicero perlecta epistola Arpinum profectus est. I

After hiding the money the soldier called his wife..
4. eave ne, qui te semel decepit, ei iterum credas.

I didn't want to neglect now one who had formerly helped me.
Pairs of sentences like these have several advantages. They accustom

a pupil-to looking closely at what he translates, and to working from ana-
logy. They teach translation at the same time as composition, and keep
the two in the right perspective. They encourage the turning of idiomatic
Latin into idiomatic English and vice versa, since in each case the parallel
sentence acts as a guide. To compose a thousand or more such pairs to
cover an entire '0' level course is a lengthy but quite possible. task.

There are a number of other ways inwhich Latin teaching could pro-
bably be made easier and more rapid in the early stages. First,. in the
teaching of nouns, why must we always begin with mensa and nauta, and
go on to annus, ager, puer, and bellum? After learning these four or five
types (including possibly the irregularities of filius, filia, vir, deus) the
pupil has still a rather restricted collection of pawns to move about on
the board of language; and when he has more or less mastered them he is
introduced to the third declension, which (perhaps because of Kennedy's
twenty-seven types printed out in full) beats the reputation of being the
really hard declension. Surely it is easier and more natural to begin with
the third declension, which at once makes available, without invplving
aBYirregularities, more than. a third of the nouns in the language? rwo
words such as princeps (for masculine and feminin.-enouns) and, corpus
(for neuters) will serve as patterns for nine-tenths of the nouns jn the
third declension. In these two nouns, as in scores of others, pupils can
discover for themselves, without reference to a vocabulary, how to form
the stem and attach to it the oblique case-endings, by thinking of English
derivatives of, and removing the obvious suffixes from, for example,
'princip-al', 'corpor-al' 'nomin-ate', 'tempor-ary'. Civis and mare,
which. together give the pattern for less than a score of useful nouns, may
be left' until later.

With such a beginning a pupil should feel himself at once able to trans-
late and to use awide range of words which he has not yet memorized but
can find in a, dictionary. Wher, the use of these regular nouns in their
various Caseshas made him begin to feel at home in the language, he can
pass on with more confidence to the less regular types of the first and
second declensions.

In the teaching of the verb, it would be hard to find a more daunting
presentation than that with which Dr. Kennedy, in the Golden Age of
public school Latin, toughened the mental fibres of the teachers of our
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teachers, and broke the hearts of the less resolute among our fellow-
pupils. (His printing in full of about a hundred tenses has greatly en-
couraged the disastrous tendency referred to in my first paragraphs-to
look up the particular on every occasion rather than learn the general.) No
on.e denies that there are ten. tenses. Boys and girls use them all, and
many use most of them correctly-in English. In English, then, let
their meanings be studied and familiarized, together with the relation
between their active and passive forms. Then let it be made clear that
irregularity in Latin verbs is extremely rare; and that, of these ten tenses,
seven are uniform in their inflexions in all verbs. Then let the four vari-
eties of the present indicative be examined, compared, and learnt all to-
gether. The notion of four conjugations should not be mentioned as
a thing applying to the whole verb.

After that, the commonest of all tenses should be learnt-the past
historic. (The perfect, the least common of all tenses, should be intro-
duced later, when the distinction of primary and historic is firmly esta-
blished.) It should be emphasized that the tense-endings of the past
historic are invariable for all verbs. Next, the imperfect, pluperfect, and
future perfect-c-all uniform. The future and the present subjunctive-
two types of each-should be learnt together, and their differences
memorized.

The distinction of the four conjugations is relevant only to (a) the
present indicative, (b) the future and the present subjunctive, and (c) the
principal parts. What should be emphasized all the time is the miracu-
lous regularity and uniformity of the Latin verb. Passives should be
taught through their relation, in English, to the corresponding active
part, and not memorized as if they were different tenses. Irregular verbs
should be dealt with as summarily as possible. Seven verbs (besides sum)
have some irregularities in the present indicative; besides these, the
learning of less than twenty words will cover what is needed.

Some admirable textbooks, which present Latin in a clear and orderly
manner, seem to forget at one critical point the actual way inwhich they
are going to be used. The teacher explains a construction; the class have
the book open before them. The explanations in the book are read, and
enlarged upon. The book gives an English sentence as an example, and
then gives the Latin for it. The class all glance at this example, but don't
need to think about it-in fact, most of them cannot think about it
simply because the answer is printed in front of them. Then the tcachv r
turns his back on the class and writes an improvised example, Engli!lh III

Latin, on the board. Now the answer is not provided; so the more ndivc'
pupils exert their minds and try to provide it; while the rest, because 111('
uu~ C
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teacher has turned his back or because the light on the board is poor, or
because Jones always answers first, sit and wait. Surely the mistake lies
in printing the answer in the text book. The example ought to be printed,
in either language, without the translation. Then each pupil would have
the question put straight to him on the page, before the teacher broke the
spell by turning to the blackboard; and he would be more likely to make
a real attempt to find the answer for himself.

The same argument applies to the vocabularies often placed at the end
of a chapter, to be used in the exercise following. The printing of the
answers is almost a physical check on the mental effort required for
learning. If each word is printed only in one language, half the pupil's
problem in study-technique is solved; and at the same time he gains
experience in another skill-the looking up of words in a vocabulary or
dictionary .

I come last to what I feel to be the most important point of all. The
feature of Latin which more than any other embodies the whole charac-
ter of the language is the combination of subtlety, variety, and logical
clarity which dictates the order of words in a sentence. It is word-order
that operates the principle of logical analysis which gave this language
its lasting strength, and constituted its deepest influence on English
prose style. Unfortunately every teacher knows the alacrity with which
pupils seize on. the notion that proper word-order is an optional extra {
grace added to the plain framework; not to be attempted by the modest
student; and used by Latin writers out of an innate perversity which it
is useless to try to explain. This attitude stands as a final barrier to ease
in translation. More than this, the neglect of word-order is one of the
things which reduce Latin from the status of a great and dramatic
language to that of a barren exercise.
Admittedly we cannot go very far in teaching '0' level pupils the

logical principle which underlies Latin word-order; but we can cer-
tainly teach. them to observe its effect in Latin sentences, to pick up its
rhythms, and to practise it in a simple way by imitation. This is the way all
children learn their own language; and the full understanding of what
they have learnt comes later. It is perhaps unavoidable that in the '0'
level examination pupils should be able to pass without showing any
knowledge of word-order; but it is none the less regrettable. I make no
apology for saying that an appreciation of Latin word-order is an essen-
tial for a Latin teacher; and that from the first term he should strive to
inculcate a sense of style with every lesson and every exercise.


